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Once upon a time…

• Sir Rowland Hill, an English teacher, inventor, and social 
reformer (1795-1879), introduced postage stamps in 1840.

• Until the 1830’s, letters were paid by the recipient not the 
sender.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
French “philatélie : Greek phil-, philo-, philo- + Greek ateleia, exemption from payment (because a postage stamp indicates prepayment of postage).



Philately

Penny Black
1840

• The collecting and study of postage stamps and other 
postal matter as a hobby or an investment.

• From the Greek phil- “love” and ateleia “exempt from tax”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
French “philatélie : Greek phil-, philo-, philo- + Greek ateleia, exemption from payment (because a postage stamp indicates prepayment of postage).



Some stamps are issued for fun…



• Many stamps have been issued to commemorate events 
and educate the public:  history, art, literature, science…

and some are issued for a reason…

• Attractive way to illustrate oral presentations, papers, etc.

• Inexpensive and effective teaching tools!



• Chemophilately (chemical philately): the philatelic study of 
chemistry (Rappoport, Z. Acc. Chem. Res. 1992, 25, 24-31).

Chemistry on Stamps

Heilbronner, E.; Miller, F.A. A Philatelic Ramble through Chemistry; Wiley-VCH, 1998.



The Tree of Science



Once upon a time…



The Four Classical Elements in Greece

air              fire              water          earth

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Greek classical elements are fire, air, water, and earth. They represent in Greek philosophy, science, and medicine the possible constituents of the cosmos.Plato mentions them as of Pre-Socratic origin, a list created by the Ionic philosopher Empedocles (ca. 450 BC).Fire is both hot and dry.Air is both hot and wet.Water is both cold and wet.Earth is both cold and dry.One classic diagram (shown above) has two squares on top of each other, with the corners of one being the classical elements, and the corners of the other being the properties.



air fire

earth water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Environmental protection.



air fire

earth water

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Portugal 2008Earth is both cold and dry.One classic diagram (shown above) has two squares on top of each other, with the corners of one being the classical elements, and the corners of the other being the properties.



Democritus (460-370 BC)
Matter is made up of extremely small, indivisible particles:  “atoms”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Democritus was a pre-Socratic Greek philosopher (born at Abdera in Thrace around 460 BCE; lived to be very old and died in 370 BCE). Democritus was a student of Leucippus, and co-originator of the belief that all matter is made up of various imperishable indivisible elements which he called "atoms". It is virtually impossible to tell which of these ideas were unique to Democritus, and which are attributable to Leucippus. Democritus is also the first philosopher we know who realized that what we perceive as the Milky Way is the light of distant stars. Other philosophers, including later Aristotle, argued against this. Democritus was among the first to propose that the universe contains many worlds, some of them inhabited:"In some worlds there is no Sun and Moon, in others they are larger than in our world, and in others more numerous. In some parts there are more worlds, in others fewer (...); in some parts they are arising, in others failing. There are some worlds devoid of living creatures or plants or any moisture."He was also a pioneer of mathematics and geometry in particular. We only know this through citations of his works (titled On Numbers, On Geometrics, On Tangencies, On Mapping, and On Irrationals) in other writings, since most of Democritus' body of work did not survive the Middle Ages. Aristotle tells us that his theory of matter, commonly called atomism, was a reaction to Parmenides, who denied the existence of motion, change, or the void. Parmenides argued that the existence of a thing implied that it could not have "come into being", because "nothing comes from nothing". Moreover, he argued, movement was impossible, because one must move into "the void" and (as he identified "the void" with "nothing") the void does not exist and cannot be "moved into". Democritus agreed that everything which is must be eternal, but denied that "the void" can be equated with nothing. This makes him the first thinker on record to argue for the existence of an entirely empty "void". In order to explain the change around us from basic, unchangeable substance he argued that there are various basic elements which always existed but can be rearranged into many different forms. He argued that atoms only had several properties, particularly size, shape, and mass; all other properties that we attribute to matter, such as color and taste, are but the result of complex interactions between the atoms in our bodies and the atoms of the matter that we are examining. Furthermore, he believed that the real properties of atoms determine the perceived properties of matter--for example, something that tastes sharp is made of small, pointy atoms, while something sweet is made of large, round atoms; the interactions of those atoms with the atoms of the tongue give the impression of taste. Some types of matter are particularly solid because their atoms have hooks to attach to each other; some are oily because they are made of very fine, small atoms which can easily slip past each other. In Democritus' own words, "By convention sweet, by convention bitter, by convention hot, by convention cold, by convention colour: but in reality atoms and void."



Alchemy in the Middle Ages

Paracelsus

Avicenna

Agricola

Avicenna

Rhazes



Theophrastus Philippus Aureolus Bombastus von Hohenheim

Paracelsus

Avicenna
Avicenna

Paracelsus
(1493-1541)

Rhazes

Fe

air

Ag

Hg

S
salt

potash

Sn

Mars

Moon

Jupiter

Mercury



Robert Boyle (1627-1691)

Issued on February 25, 2010:  350th anniversary of the Royal Society.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Boyle (1627 – 1691) was a natural philosopher, chemist, physicist, inventor, and gentleman scientist, also noted for his writings in theology. He is best known for the formulation of Boyle’s Law. Although his research and personal philosophy clearly has its roots in the alchemical tradition, he is largely regarded today as the first modern chemist, and therefore one of the founders of modern chemistry. Among his works, The Sceptical Chymist is seen as a cornerstone book in the field of chemistry.



Antoine Lavoisier (1743-1794)

maximum card

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Father of modern chemistry; recognized and names oxygen (1778); tax collector, beheaded at the height of the French Revolution.



Joseph Priestley (1733-1804)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Joseph Priestley (March 13, 1733 - February 8, 1804) was an English chemist, philosopher, dissenting clergyman, and educator.  He is known for his investigations of carbon dioxide and the co-discovery of oxygen.



Joseph Louis Gay-Lussac (1778-1850)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
French chemist and physicist; important contributions to the physical chemistry of gases.



Lorenzo Romano Amedeo Avogadro di Quaregna e Cerreto 
(1776-1856)

NA = 6.022 x 1023

Avogadro’s Law:  “equal volumes of gases, at the same temperature and 
pressure, contain the same number of molecules”.



Louis Jacques Thénard (1777-1857)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1777–1857, French chemist. He became professor at the Collège de France (1802), dean of the Faculty of Sciences, Paris (1821), chancellor of the Univ. of Paris (1832), and was made a baron in 1825. He collaborated with Gay-Lussac in studies of boron, chlorine, iodine, and potassium, worked on esters, and discovered (1799) hydrogen peroxide and Thénard’s blue, an ultramarine coloring used for porcelain. He wrote many scientific papers and a standard textbook, Traité de chimie élémentaire (4 vol., 1813–16).Cobalt blue:Cobalt is a cool, slightly desaturated blue, historically made using cobalt salts. The blue seen on many glassware pieces is cobalt blue and is used widely by artists. It was discovered by Louis-Jacques Thenard in 1802. It is extraordinarily stable. Chemically it is a cobalt(II) oxide-aluminium oxide, or cobalt aluminate. Commercial production began in France in 1807. John Varley suggested it as a good substitution for ultramarine blue for painting skies.



Methylene Blue

redox indicator

C16H18ClN3S

biological stain

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1777–1857, French chemist. He became professor at the Collège de France (1802), dean of the Faculty of Sciences, Paris (1821), chancellor of the Univ. of Paris (1832), and was made a baron in 1825. He collaborated with Gay-Lussac in studies of boron, chlorine, iodine, and potassium, worked on esters, and discovered (1799) hydrogen peroxide and Thénard’s blue, an ultramarine coloring used for porcelain. He wrote many scientific papers and a standard textbook, Traité de chimie élémentaire (4 vol., 1813–16).Cobalt blue:Cobalt is a cool, slightly desaturated blue, historically made using cobalt salts. The blue seen on many glassware pieces is cobalt blue and is used widely by artists. It was discovered by Louis-Jacques Thenard in 1802. It is extraordinarily stable. Chemically it is a cobalt(II) oxide-aluminium oxide, or cobalt aluminate. Commercial production began in France in 1807. John Varley suggested it as a good substitution for ultramarine blue for painting skies.



Louis Jacques Thénard (1777-1857)

Cobalt blue (Thénard’s blue):  CoAl2O4…!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1777–1857, French chemist. He became professor at the Collège de France (1802), dean of the Faculty of Sciences, Paris (1821), chancellor of the Univ. of Paris (1832), and was made a baron in 1825. He collaborated with Gay-Lussac in studies of boron, chlorine, iodine, and potassium, worked on esters, and discovered (1799) hydrogen peroxide and Thénard’s blue, an ultramarine coloring used for porcelain. He wrote many scientific papers and a standard textbook, Traité de chimie élémentaire (4 vol., 1813–16).Cobalt blue:Cobalt is a cool, slightly desaturated blue, historically made using cobalt salts. The blue seen on many glassware pieces is cobalt blue and is used widely by artists. It was discovered by Louis-Jacques Thenard in 1802. It is extraordinarily stable. Chemically it is a cobalt(II) oxide-aluminium oxide, or cobalt aluminate. Commercial production began in France in 1807. John Varley suggested it as a good substitution for ultramarine blue for painting skies.



Pelletier & Caventou:  the discovery of quinine (1820)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quinine:  important drug for the treatment of malaria



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quinine:  important drug for the treatment of malaria.



Justus von Liebig (1803-1873)

Major contributions to agricultural, biological and organic chemistry.



Justus von Liebig (1803-1873)



Franz-Joseph Müller von Reichenstein (1740-1825)

• Hungarian mineralogist who discovered tellurium (Te) in 1782.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Martin Heinrich Klaproth named the new element in 1798 after the Latin word for "earth", tellus.



Johan Gadolin
(1760-1852)

• Founder of Finnish chemistry & discoverer of yttrium (Y) ca. 1794

YBa2Cu3O7

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Johan Gadolin (5 June 1760 – 15 August 1852) was a Finnish chemist, physicist and mineralogist. Gadolin discovered the chemical element yttrium. He was also the founder of Finnish chemistry research, as the second holder of the Chair of Chemistry, established in 1761 and first held by Pehr Adrian Gadd (4 April 1727 – 11 August 1797).



Jöns Jacob Berzelius (1779-1848)

• Developed a system of symbols for the chemical elements.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jöns Jacob Berzelius (20 August 1779 – 7 August 1848) was aSwedish chemist. He worked out the modern technique of chemical formula notation, and is together with John Dalton, Antoine Lavoisier, and Robert Boyle considered a father of modern chemistry.[1] He began his career as a physician but his researches in physical chemistry were of lasting significance in the development of the subject. He achieved much in later life as secretary of the Swedish Academy. He is known in Sweden as the Father of Swedish Chemistry.



Jöns Jacob Berzelius (1779-1848)

• Developed a system of symbols for the chemical elements.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jöns Jacob Berzelius (20 August 1779 – 7 August 1848) was aSwedish chemist. He worked out the modern technique of chemical formula notation, and is together with John Dalton, Antoine Lavoisier, and Robert Boyle considered a father of modern chemistry.[1] He began his career as a physician but his researches in physical chemistry were of lasting significance in the development of the subject. He achieved much in later life as secretary of the Swedish Academy. He is known in Sweden as the Father of Swedish Chemistry.



Jöns Jacob Berzelius (1779-1848)

• Coined the terms “catalysis”, “polymer”, “isomer”, and “allotrope”.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jöns Jacob Berzelius (20 August 1779 – 7 August 1848) was aSwedish chemist. He worked out the modern technique of chemical formula notation, and is together with John Dalton, Antoine Lavoisier, and Robert Boyle considered a father of modern chemistry.[1] He began his career as a physician but his researches in physical chemistry were of lasting significance in the development of the subject. He achieved much in later life as secretary of the Swedish Academy. He is known in Sweden as the Father of Swedish Chemistry.



Bicentennial of the Karolinska Institute (1810-2010)

• Berzelius also discovered silicon, selenium, thorium, and cerium.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Jöns Jacob Berzelius (20 August 1779 – 7 August 1848) was aSwedish chemist. He worked out the modern technique of chemical formula notation, and is together with John Dalton, Antoine Lavoisier, and Robert Boyle considered a father of modern chemistry.[1] He began his career as a physician but his researches in physical chemistry were of lasting significance in the development of the subject. He achieved much in later life as secretary of the Swedish Academy. He is known in Sweden as the Father of Swedish Chemistry.



Humphry Davy (1778-1829)

• Discovered Na, K, Mg, Ca & Ba
• Developed miner’s lamp



Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner (1780-1849)
Triads, triads everywhere…

Zn   +   H2SO4                             ZnSO4   +   H2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Johann Wolfgang Döbereiner (1780-1849), professor of chemistry at the University of Jena, was the first to recognize that several groups of three elements such as lithium, sodium and potassium or chlorine, bromine and iodine had similar chemical properties.Döbereiner also developed a lighter based on the ignition of hydrogen gas generated from the reaction of zinc with sulfuric acid.



Leopold Gmelin (1788-1853)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For example, the average atomic mass of lithium and potassium was close to the atomic mass of sodium. A similar pattern was found with calcium, strontium, and barium, with sulphur, selenium, and tellurium, and also with chlorine, bromine, and iodine. 



Gmelin’s “Periodic Table” (1843)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By 1843 when Leopold Gmelin published the first edition of his famous Handbuch der Chemie , three tetrads and even a pentad



Dmitri Mendeleev (1834-1907) and the Periodic Table

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mendeleev, Dmitri (1834-1907): Russian chemist born at Tobolsk, Siberia. He studied science at St. Petersburg and graduated in 1856. In 1863 he was appointed to a professorship and in 1866 he succeeded to the Chair in the University. Mendeleev is best known for his work on the periodic table; arranging the 63 known elements into a Periodic Table based on Atomic Mass, which he published in Principles of Chemistry in 1869. He predicted the existence and properties of new elements and pointed out accepted atomic weights that were in error. This organization surpassed attempts at classification by Beguyer de Chancourtois and Newlands and was published a year before the work of Lothar Meyer. Mendeleev provided for variance from strict atomic weight order, left space for new elements, and predicted three yet-to-be-discovered elements including eke-silicon and eke-boron. His table did not include any of the Noble Gases, however, which had not yet been discovered.Mendeleev anticipated Andrews' concept (1869) of the critical temperature of gases. He also investigated the thermal expansion of liquids, and studied the nature and origin of petroleum. He was considered one of the greatest teachers of his time. In 1890 he resigned his professorship and in 1893 became director of the bureau of weights and measures in St. Petersburg, where he remained until his death in 1907.



1869 Periodic Table

The elements Sc, Ga and Ge were all discovered within a few years…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Holes” in the periodic table (atomic weights 45, 68 and 70) were unknown elements that were discovered within a few years (scandium, gallium and germanium, respectively).Sc = 44.96; Ga = 69.72; Ge = 72.60.



100th Anniversary of Mendeleev’s Death (2007)

Design:  Javier García-Martínez

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Holes” in the periodic table (atomic weights 45, 68 and 70) were unknown elements that were discovered within a few years (scandium, gallium and germanium, respectively).Sc = 44.96; Ga = 69.72; Ge = 72.60.



175th Anniversary of Mendeleev’s Birth (February 6, 2009)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Holes” in the periodic table (atomic weights 45, 68 and 70) were unknown elements that were discovered within a few years (scandium, gallium and germanium, respectively).Sc = 44.96; Ga = 69.72; Ge = 72.60.



Friedrich August Kekulé (1829-1896)

H

H

HH

H

H

C6H6



Louis Pasteur (1822-1895)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
French chemist and microbiologist.





Alfred Nobel (1833-1896)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alfred Nobel was born in 1833 in Stockholm, Sweden. His family was descended from Olof Rudbeck, the best-known technical genius of Sweden's 17th century era as a great power in northern Europe. Nobel invented dynamite in 1866 and later built up companies and laboratories in more than 20 countries all over the world. On November 27, 1895, Nobel signed his last will providing for the establishment of the Nobel Prize. He died of cerebral hemorrhage in his home in San Remo, Italy on December 10, 1896. 





Emil Fischer (1852-1919)

“…for his work on sugar 
and purine syntheses”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Fischer indole synthesis, Fischer projections…



Henri Moissan (1852-1907)

“…for his… isolation of the element 
fluorine… and his work on the 

electric furnace named after him”



Ernest Rutherford
(1871-1937)

“The only science is physics.
All the rest is stamp collecting.”

(Chemistry, 1908)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rutherford, Ernest (1871-1937): Born in New Zealand, Rutherford studied under J. J. Thomson at the Cavendish Laboratory in England. His work constituted a notable landmark in the history of atomic research as he developed Becquerel's discovery of Radioactivity into an exact and documented proof that the atoms of the heavier elements, which had been thought to be immutable, actually disintegrate (decay) into various forms of radiation.Rutherford was the first to establish the theory of the nuclear atom and to carry out a transmutation reaction (1919) (formation of hydrogen and and oxygen isotope by bombardment of nitrogen with alpha particles). Uranium emanations were shown to consist of three types of rays, alpha (helium nuclei) of low penetrating power, beta (electrons), and gamma, of exceedingly short wavelength and great energy.Ernest Rutherford also discovered the half-life of radioactive elements and applied this to studies of age determination of rocks by measuring the decay period of radium to lead-206.The Nobel Prize in Chemistry 1908 "for his investigations into the disintegration of the elements, and the chemistry of radioactive substances”.



Marie Curie (1867-1934)

[Physics, 1903 & Chemistry, 1911]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maria Sklodowska was born November 7, 1867 in Warsaw, Poland. She would become famous for her research into radioactivity, and was the first woman to win a Nobel prize.Marie Curie grew up in a family that valued education. As a young woman she went to Paris to study mathematics, chemistry and physics. She began studying at the Sorbonne in 1891, and was the first woman to teach there. She adopted the French spelling of her name (Marie) and also met Pierre Curie, who taught physics at University of Paris. Marie and Pierre soon married, and teamed up to conduct research on radioactive substances. They found that the uranium ore, or pitchblende, contained much more radioactivity than could be explained solely by the uranium content.The Curie's began a search for the source of the radioactivity and discovered two highly radioactive elements, "radium" and "polonium." The Curie's won the 1903 Nobel prize for physics for their discovery. They shared the award with another French physicist, Antoine Henri Bacquerel, who had discovered natural radioactivity. In 1906 Pierre, overworked and weakened by his prolonged exposure to radiation, died when he was run over by a horse drawn wagon.Madame Curie continued her work on radioactive elements and won the 1911 Nobel prize for chemistry for isolating radium and studying its chemical properties. In 1914 she helped found the Radium Institute in Paris, and was the Institute's first director. When the first world war broke out, Madame Curie thought X-rays would help to locate bullets and facilitate surgery. It was also important not to move the wounded, so she invented X-ray vans and trained 150 female attendants.On July 4, 1934, at the age of 67 Madame Curie died of leukemia (aplastic pernicious anemia), thought to have been brought on by exposure to the high levels of radiation involved in her research. After her death the Radium Institute was rename the Curie Institute in her honor.





Marie and Pierre Curie



Irène and Frédéric Joliot-Curie

Nobel Prize in Chemistry (1935)
“for their synthesis of new radioactive elements”



Hélène Langevin-Joliot
(1927–) 

Pierre Joliot
(1932–) 

Courtesy:  Prof. Jean-Pierre Vairon (UPMC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Irène Joliot-Curie (1897-1956) & Frédéric Joliot (1900-1956)



Victor Grignard (1871-1935)

RX   +   Mg                          RMgXEt2O

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chemistry Nobel 1912



Fritz Haber (1868-1934)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chemistry Nobel 1918; synthetic ammonia.



Otto Hahn (1868-1934)

Chemistry (1944):  discovery of nuclear fission



Lise Meitner (1878-1968)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Meitner was part of the team that discovered nuclear fission, an achievement for which her colleague Otto Hahn was awarded the Nobel Prize.  Meitner is often mentioned as one of the most glaring examples of women's scientific achievement overlooked by the Nobel committee.



Karl Ziegler (1898-1973) & Giulio Natta (1903-1979)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1963 Nobel Prize in Chemistry.-



Dorothy Crowfoot Hodgkin (1910-1994)

Issued on 25 February 2010:  350th anniversary of the Royal Society.

Chemistry Nobel ‘64

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The stamp marks the centenary of the birth of Dorothy Mary Hodgkin, (1910 –1994). She was a British chemist, credited with the development of Protein crystallography. She advanced the technique of X-ray crystallography, a method used to determine the three dimensional structures of biomolecules. Hodgkin was also the first female Briton to win a Nobel Prize.  Hodgkin was also featured on a 20p 'Famous Women' stamp in 1998. Hodgkin determined the three-dimensional structures of the following biomolecules: Cholesterol in 1937  Penicillin in 1945   Vitamin B12 in 1954   Insulin in 1969



Mario J. Molina (1943–)

1995 Nobel Prize in Chemistry “for his work in atmospheric 
chemistry, particularly the formation and decomposition of ozone”



Dr. Bunsen Honeydew and Beaker



Atoms, molecules, minerals…



Atoms & Nuclear Energy







Elements & Minerals

















stibnite cinnabar wolframite

Sb2S3 HgS (Fe,Mn)WO4



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crystal system and unit cell parameters:1) a = b = c,  = b = g = 90° (galena, sphalerite): cubic2) a = b ≠c,  = b = g = 90° (chalcopyrite, scheelite):  tetragonal



Aluminum and Bauxite on Stamps…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crystal system and unit cell parameters:1) a = b = c,  = b = g = 90° (galena, sphalerite): cubic2) a = b ≠c,  = b = g = 90° (chalcopyrite, scheelite):  tetragonal



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Crystal system and unit cell parameters:1) a = b = c,  = b = g = 90° (galena, sphalerite): cubic2) a = b ≠c,  = b = g = 90° (chalcopyrite, scheelite):  tetragonal



Chemical Symbols & Formulas



International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
20th Congress:  Moscow, 1965



Ozone, O3

C. F. Schönbein (1799-1868)



Fluoride & toothpaste



NaCl



High Temperature SuperConductors



Friedrich Wöhler and the synthesis of urea

• First isolation of pure aluminum.

• Co-discoverer of beryllium, silicon, titanium and yttrium.

• Synthesis of acetylene from calcium carbide.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Wöhler synthesis is the conversion of ammonium cyanate into urea. This chemical reaction was discovered in 1828 by Friedrich Wöhler  in an attempt to synthesize ammonium cyanate and is considered the starting point of modern organic chemistry.Wöhler was also a co-discoverer of beryllium and silicon, as well as the synthesis of calcium carbide, among others. In 1834, Wöhler and Liebig published an investigation of the oil of bitter almonds. They proved by their experiments that a group of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen atoms can behave like an element, take the place of an element, and can be exchanged for elements in chemical compounds. Thus the foundation was laid of the doctrine of compound radicals, a doctrine which had a profound influence on the development of chemistry.Since the discovery of potassium by Humphry Davy, it had been assumed that alumina, the basis of clay, contained a metal in combination with oxygen. Davy, Oerstedt, and Berzelius attempted the extraction of this metal, but failed. Wöhler then worked on the same subject, and discovered the metal aluminium. To him also is due the isolation of the elements yttrium, beryllium, and titanium, the observation that silicium can be obtained in crystals, and that some meteoric stones contain organic matter. He analyzed a number of meteorites, and for many years wrote the digest on the literature of meteorites in the Jahresbericht der Chemie; he possessed the best private collection of meteoric stones and irons existing. Wöhler and Sainte Claire Deville discovered the crystalline form of boron, and Wöhler and Buff the hydrogen compounds of silicium and a lower oxide of the same element.



adamantane

See:  Chemistry International 2008, 30 (1), 7. 

Vladimir Prelog (1906-1998)
Chemistry Nobel ‘75

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Adamantane (tricyclo[3.3.1.13,7]decane) is a colourless, crystalline compound with a camphor-like odour.   With a formula C10H16, it is a cycloalkane and also the simplest diamondoid. Adamantane was discovered in petroleum in 1933.  Its name derived from adamant, which reflects the compounds high thermal stability.



2,2-difluorobutane

100th anniversary of Geneva Conference (1892)



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chloroquine and paraquine are both drugs used in the fight against malaria.



Penicillin G

Alexander Fleming
(1881-1955)

(Medicine, 1945)



Biochemistry…



The DNA double helix





Base pairs in DNA:  G ⇔ C and A ⇔ T

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In molecular biology, two nucleotides on opposite complementary DNA or RNA strands that are connected via hydrogen bonds are called a base pair (often abbreviated bp). In DNA, adenine (A) forms a base pair with thymine (T), as does guanine (G) with cytosine (C). In RNA, thymine is replaced by uracil (U).



Glassware…



Glassware





Chemistry students and chemists…



Chemistry Students



Chemists



Chemical industry…



Chemical Industry



Fertilizers



Petrochemistry



Plastics

methane:  CH4



FDR, stamp collector



Gold



Salt



Matches



And a few special items…



Hydrogen balloons…
May 6th, 1936



The crash of the “Hindenburg” in Lakehurst, NJ
May 6th, 1937



Element 112:  Copernicium

• Name proposed by Sigurd 
Hofmann et al. (Center for 
Heavy Ion Research) was 
accepted at the 45th General 
Assembly of IUPAC (Aug. ’09)

• The proposed chemical symbol 
(Cp) was initially rejected… 
and then changed to Cn. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I attended last month (Aug ’09) the 42nd Congress and 45th General Assembly of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry in Glasgow (Scotland, UK) and I had the good fortune to witness a little piece of history in the making.  Copernicium, the name proposed a few months ago for element 112 by its discoverers in honor of the famous Polish astronomer, was officially accepted.  However, the proposed chemical symbol for the new element (Cp) was rejected on the basis that it is also the symbol for the cyclopentadienyl radical and the heat capacity of a substance at constant pressure.  So now Prof. Sigurd Hofmann and his colleagues at the Center for Heavy Ion Research in Darmstadt (Germany) have been asked to come up with an alternative chemical symbol for the new element, the heaviest ever prepared at an accelerator facility.  



2011 Periodic Table of the Elements (IUPAC)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I attended last month (Aug ’09) the 42nd Congress and 45th General Assembly of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry in Glasgow (Scotland, UK) and I had the good fortune to witness a little piece of history in the making.  Copernicium, the name proposed a few months ago for element 112 by its discoverers in honor of the famous Polish astronomer, was officially accepted.  However, the proposed chemical symbol for the new element (Cp) was rejected on the basis that it is also the symbol for the cyclopentadienyl radical and the heat capacity of a substance at constant pressure.  So now Prof. Sigurd Hofmann and his colleagues at the Center for Heavy Ion Research in Darmstadt (Germany) have been asked to come up with an alternative chemical symbol for the new element, the heaviest ever prepared at an accelerator facility.  



William N. Lipscomb and the
40th IUPAC Congress in Beijing (Aug. ‘05)

1976 Nobel Prize in Chemistry “for his studies on the structure of 
boranes illuminating problems of chemical bonding”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
William Nunn Lipscomb, Jr. (December 9, 1919 – April 14, 2011).



Found on eBay:
a Collection of Chemistry Nobel Laureate Signatures

Avicenna



Paracelsus

William F. Giauque
Chemistry ‘49Christian Anfinsen

Chemistry ‘72

William N. Lipscomb
Chemistry ‘76

John Cornforth
Chemistry ‘75

Vladimir Prelog
Chemistry ‘75

Geoffrey Wilkinson
Chemistry ‘73

Robert S. Mulliken
Chemistry ‘66

Glenn T. Seaborg
Chemistry ‘51

Harold C. Urey
Chemistry ‘34

Gerhard Herzberg
Chemistry ‘71
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IYC Stamps



2011
The International Year of Chemistry (IYC)

www.chemistry2011.org

• IUPAC Project:  Global Stamp Competition.

• “Chemistry on Stamps” Symposium and Stamp Exhibition 
at the 242nd National ACS meeting in Denver, CO (Fall ’11).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A Global Stamp Competition, the focus of a new IUPAC Project dedicated to draw attention to chemistry as a cultural enterprise, will be launched during the IYC opening ceremony in Paris on January 27-28.  Schoolchildren all over the world are invited to submit entries that recognize the multiple contributions of chemistry to society and highlight its role in the welfare, safety, and health of all people.Chemistry on Stamps Symposium and Stamp Exhibition:  242nd National ACS meeting in Denver, Colorado (Fall ’11) 



First IYC ‘11 Stamps (4 January 2011):  Israel

ribosome – protein constructor
Ada Yonath (WIT)

Chemistry Nobel ‘09

ubiquitin – protein destructor
Ciechanover & Hershko (Technion)

Chemistry Nobel ‘04

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be issued January 4, 2011.



IYC ’11 Stamps:  Slovakia

Date of issue:
17 January 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be issued January 17, 2011.



IYC ’11 Stamps:  Belgium & France

Date of issue:
17 January 2011

Date of issue:
27 January 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be issued January 17, 2011.



IYC ’11 Stamps:
Sri Lanka & Spain

Date of issue:
30 January 2011

Date of issue:
7 February 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be issued January 17, 2011.



IYC ’11 Stamps:  Indonesia

Date of issue:
1 March 2011



IYC ’11 Stamps:  Indonesia

Artoindonesianin C
S.A. Achmad et al.

J. Nat. Prod. 2000, 63, 243-244.



IYC ’11 Stamps:  Switzerland

Date of issue:  3 March 2011

Synthesis of vitamin C:  Sir Norman Haworth & Tadeusz Reichstein
Chemistry ‘37 Phys or Med ‘50

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Reichstein:  Together with E.C. Kendall and P.S. Hench, he was awarded the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 1950 for their work on hormones of the adrenal cortex which culminated in the isolation of cortisone.



IYC ’11 Stamps:  Jersey & Bosnia and Herzegovina

Date of issue:  8 March 2011
(International Women’s Day!)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be issued January 17, 2011.



IYC ’11 Stamps:  Macedonia

Date of issue:  13 April 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be issued January 17, 2011.



IYC ’11 Stamps:  Paraguay

Date of issue:  9 May 2011

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To be issued January 17, 2011.



• Non-profit organization that promotes the philatelic study of 
chemistry, physics, and related fields.

• Started in 1979, currently ca. 160 members worldwide.

• Publishes Philatelia Chimica et Physica (4 issues/year).

The Chemistry and Physics on Stamps Study Unit 
(CPOSSU)

www.cpossu.org



• Bimonthly newsmagazine of IUPAC:

Chemistry International

www.iupac.org/publications/ci

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Chemistry International is the newsmagazine of IUPAC. News about IUPAC, its chemists, its publications, its recommendations, its conferences and the work of its commissions and committees is published bimonthly in CI.
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Hydrogen to Copernicium:
Postage Stamps as Cultural Icons in the IYC
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